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“Sri Lankans have always been part of Rugby’s story.  When I was planning this book, the school came up with a great list of 
Sri Lankan ORs who might be willing to assist.  One of them ran a very grand hotel chain, and another came from a family of 
worthy Bohra Muslims.  It was a huge help to me as I set off to explore this fascinating - and sometimes bewildering – country.  

Now it is our turn to visit together, and to enjoy the hospitality of a people who still maintain a soft spot for Britain.”

BOOK: 

‘Elephant Complex; Travels in Sri Lanka’.
John Gimlette travels through post-war Sri Lanka, trying to make sense 
of an island that is wild and beautiful, with a history that has often been 
surprisingly turbulent.

JOHN GIMLETTE
John Gimlette has travelled to over 80 countries, and, at the age of 17, he crossed the USSR on the Trans-Siberian Railway.  
He is also the author of five travel books, and is a regular contributor to the broadsheets.  Four of his books have featured on 
BBC Radio 4.  His awards include the Shiva Naipaul Prize and the Dolman Travel Book Prize.  Elephant Complex was named 
amongst the ‘Books of the Year’ (2015) in both The Times and The Spectator, and his last book, Wild Coast, was listed by The 
Daily Telegraph amongst the ‘Twenty Best Travel Books of all Time.’ 
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PREVIOUS LECTURING EXPERIENCE
• As a barrister the author is experienced at public speaking.  

• He has given talks at a number of literary festivals, 
including Edinburgh, Hay, Oxford, and Bath 

• In respect of each of his books, he has been a guest on 
BBC Radio 4, as well as a number of regional and local 
stations.

• He has lectured to audiences of around 500 at the Royal 
Geographical Society (London) on three occasions: in 

March 2004, he gave a talk on the subject of his travels 
in Paraguay; in January 2005, the subject was his journey 
through Newfoundland and Labrador.  In 2012, he 
spoke about his experiences in Guiana.  Also, in 2005, 
he followed up his London talk with three regional talks 
on behalf of the RGS-IBG: in Keswick, Brecon and King’s 
Lynn. 

All of his lectures are accompanied by a presentation of his 
own photographs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK
In Elephant Complex, John Gimlette describes his three months 
of travels in Sri Lanka.  Few places are as contradictory.  The 
island is home to over 7,000 wild elephants and yet it’s only 
the size of Ireland.  It’s rich in culture and resources, and yet 
it’s given to moments of inexplicable rage.  For the last three 
decades, it’s hosted not only an alluring tourist industry but 
also the most savage civil war Asia has ever known (1983-
2009).  There was once a time when outsiders felt they knew 
this island.  Now, we’re not so sure.

In the book, he takes us back through the past; to the great 

medieval reservoir cities; to the Portuguese cinnamon forests; 
to the Dutch forts, and to the British tea plantations.  Then, 
he’ll be heading north, into the crucible of the conflict, finishing 
on a battlefield the size of Central Park and still littered with 
over 10,000 burnt-out vehicles.  This is not a place that 
yields its story easily, but what emerges is an astonishing 
land of ingenuity and catastrophe.  Along the way, we’ll 
meet terrorists, test cricketers, a former president, ancient 
tribesmen, the victims of great massacres and perhaps even 
the perpetrators.  There’s no promise of comprehension in this 
tale, just complexity revealed.

In the country, it’s not unusual to come across sights like this: a man washing down his elephant as if it’s the family saloon.  Although there 
are only a few hundred elephants in captivity, there are over 7,000 on the island.
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 WHAT THE CRITICS SAY
‘A brilliant work of travel, history and psychological insight 
… As for Mr Gimlette, it is hard to think of a more astute 
and sympathetic companion …. [He] writes beautifully, all 
freshness and verve.  And he is also very funny’
Dominic Zeigler, The Wall Street Journal

‘[a] brilliant new book about an island that has a geography 
from heaven and a history from hell’
Michael Kerr, The Daily Telegraph

‘Rich in humour, full of insight and humanity, Elephant 
Complex is a very fine tribute to this enigmatic island nation.’
Justin Marozzi, The Spectator

‘To each self-assigned itinerary, he brings the open mind, 
the erudition and the eye for telling detail that must delight 
the courts.  In Gimlette’s travels no rogue is denied a fair 
hearing; no hint of the absurd eludes his attention and no 
metaphor misfires’
John Keay, The Times Literary Supplement

‘In Elephant Complex amazing places are connected by 
stories from history and encounters with colourful people in 
the present.’
Robert S Davis, The New York Journal of Books

‘a complex tapestry of pace and anecdote, swerving from 
journalism to poetic prose .. a wonderful travel book imbued 
with a gentle sense of humour as well as acid observation’
Gehan de Silva Wijeratne, The Sunday Times (Ceylon)

‘a gripping account of an under-reported island’
Sara Wheeler, on ‘Books of the Year’.
The Spectator

‘an effortless, elegant writer … an exuberant, eye-opening 
travel quest’
Kirkus (US) 

‘Inimitable, rich, colourful prose ’
National Geographic Traveller

‘Another excellent, flinty-eyed bit of travel journalism.’
Wanderlust

‘Gimlette’s blend of dry wit, entertaining reportage, and 
perceptive insights makes for another tour de force of travel 
writing and history, lushly green but edged in darkness’
Publishers Weekly (USA)  

‘Gimlette’s prose is vivid, engaging and sprinkled with 
humor; his perspective is that of an outsider.  VERDICT: 
Armchair travelers, tourists, and students of contemporary 
Sri Lanka will relish this enthralling account’.’
Ravi Shenoy, The Library Journal (USA)

‘A hard book to put down … Gimlette is easily able to draw 
readers into this colourful land.’
The South China Morning Post

‘Damaged indeed, but for many, Sri Lanka still looks and 
feels like paradise, and Gimlette guides us on an engaging 
journey through its many layers.’
Geographical

‘An astonishing multifaceted portrait of the island today … 
[a land] all brought to vibrant, fascinating life here on the 
page.’
Marshall Zeringue, Newreads.blogspot.co.uk

‘From tribesmen to Test cricketers, Sri Lanka’s people are 
the stars of John Gimlette’s new book, with its towns, jungles 
and islets a vivid backdrop’
Jane Dunford, The Guardian (UK)

‘informative and entertaining’
Tyler Cowen, marginalrevolution.com 

‘A whistle-stop tour that is breathtaking in its scope and 
liveliness’
Poornima Apte, Booklist

‘To read Elephant Complex is to get the most accurate and 
thorough modern history of Sri Lanka – and to read it is to 
understand what it is that makes it so magical, in spite of 
its recent ugliness.’
Everydayebook.com

‘A kaleidoscope of personal cultural and historical 
perspectives … Thoroughly researched, Elephant Complex 
gives insight into Sri Lanka like no other book.’
Lee E Cart, Shelf-awareness.com 

‘Travel writing remains among the undead in the literary 
trade.  Gimlette is one of its resuscitators …’
Michael D Langan, NBC-2.com (USA)

‘êêêê …rich in anecdote [and] colourful descriptions.’
Aron Row, San Francisco Book Review

‘an exceptionally interesting and enlightening read’
Sam Clark, Experience Travel

‘Adventurous, intrepid and romantic.’
Yomal Senerath-Yapa, The Sunday Times (Colombo)

‘A book which offers us a non-vicarious and open-ended 
experience rather than self-aggrandising pronouncements.  
And Gimlette came here prepared to listen to a variety of 
people, and to see, degree by degree, beyond the surface, 
of a culture which is freighted with complexity.  He achieves 
this successfully because he did not presume to ‘solve’ the 
paradoxes or penetrate the mysteries, but has the resilience 
and endurance to accept the contradictions as they present 
themselves.’
Ceylon Today

“Gimlette’s light touch, bemused tone, and eye for beauty 
and character carry the reader through an otherwise heavy 
history without downplaying its devastating losses. He sleeps 
in a tree, toils up the massive 660-foot column of rock that 
hosts the ancient fortress of Sigiriya, wanders tea estates, 
makes pilgrimage to Adam’s Peak and the Buddha’s tooth, 
and bathes in one of the many reservoirs scattered across 
the inland plains.”
The Rumpus (USA)
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JOHN GIMLETTE

Biography
John Gimlette was born in 1963.  At seventeen, he crossed 
the Soviet Union by train and has since travelled to over 60 
countries.  In 1982, on the eve of the Falklands War, he was 
working on an estancia in Northern Argentina, branding cattle 
and planting grass.  As hostilities got under way, he crossed 
the border into Paraguay, the beginning of a fascination that’s 
lasted many years.  He returned to England via Bolivia and 
Chile to read law at Cambridge.

In 1997, Gimlette won the Shiva Naipaul Memorial 
Prize competition for an article on Paraguay (which was 
subsequently published in The Spectator).  After eleven years 
at the Bar, he now had a parallel career.  The following year 
he won the Wanderlust Travel Writing competition.

Since then, Gimlette has become a regular contributor 
of travel features to the national press, in particular the 
Telegraph, Times and Guardian, and to specialist travel titles, 
including the Condé Nast Traveller and Wanderlust.  His 
travel photographs have appeared in the Traveller, Telegraph, 
Independent, Wanderlust and Geographical.  

He is married to t.v presenter, Jayne Constantinis and lives in 
London.

Publications
Gimlette’s first book was At the Tomb of the Inflatable Pig; 
Travels in Paraguay, which was published in New York, London 
and Milan.  His second book, Theatre of Fish, was about his 
travels in Newfoundland and Labrador, was published in 
2005.  Both The Pig and The Fish were nominated by The 
New York Times amongst its ‘Books of the Year’.  Gimlette’s 
third book was called Panther Soup, and was the story of a 
journey through Europe in the company of an American war 
veteran, retracing the campaign trail of 1944-45.

In 2008 and 2009, Gimlette travelled to the Guianas for 
three months to research a new book, Wild Coast.  It was 
published in February 2011, and was awarded the Dolman 
Travel Book Prize in 2012.  It was also listed by The Daily 
Telegraph amongst the ‘Twenty Best Travel Books of all Time.’

Elephant Complex: Travels in Sri Lanka, was published in 
October 2015. His latest book in Madagascar: An Island 
Story, published in 2021.

Speaking experience
See above..

Further information
This can be found on www.johngimlette.com 

Reviews
See ‘What the Critics say’, above.  In addition, the renowned 
critic, Michiko Kakutani, wrote this in The New York Times  (on 
At the Tomb of the Inflatable Pig):

‘[Gimlette] writes with enormous wit, indignation and a 
heightened sense of the absurd, qualities that make him a 
particularly keen observer in this antique, often unlucky land 
… His account is so rich in anecdotes, so suffused in color 
and dialect that we are left with a sense of having somehow 
inhaled all this Paraguayan history and then experienced it 
through a nightmare or a dream.   Gimlette has given us a 
cast of characters as vivid as any by Dickens or Waugh.’  

A full collection of reviews can be found on  
www.johngimlette.com.
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